A two-stage damage detection method based on strain energy and micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm (MSAFSA) is presented for solving structural multi-damage problem. First, structural modal strain energy and energy dissipation process are analyzed and an improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index (IMSEDRI) is proposed to preliminarily detect suspected damage elements. Then, artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is used to identify damage extent of suspected damage elements. In general, the search efficiency of a basic AFSA isn't very efficient for the search procedure. So, a micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm is presented in this paper. The simulation results demonstrate that the damage detection method can estimate the damage locations and extent with good accuracy, and the calculated results of the proposed MSAFSA are obviously superior to those of both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy.
Introduction
Structural damage identification has received increasing attention in the research community in recently two decades. It has become an important and rapidly growing research area, involving civil engineering, mechanical engineering, and aeronautical engineering with the goal of assessing the health condition and the dynamic characteristics of a structure. Most of the damage identification research focuses on dynamic characteristics which can be acquired from results of dynamic testing. The main dynamic characteristics include natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal strain energy etc. Natural frequency has already been used to detect structural damage. Cawley et al. [1] described a numerical method for detecting structural damage location through the measurements of natural frequencies. Salawu [2] identified structural damage through frequency changes. Chaudhari et al. [3] and Chinchalkar et al. [4] proposed a numerical method for determining the location of a crack in a beam of varying depth when the lowest three natural frequencies of the cracked beam are considered. Zhang et al. [5] utilized the natural frequencies to detect the delamination damage. However, the natural frequencies are not sensitive to local damage and the number of measured frequencies is few [2] . Mode shape or modal strain energy can also be utilized to detect structural damage [6] [7] [8] . Allemang et al. [9] presented a modal assurance criterion method, which detect damage through comparing mode shapes. Pindey and Biswas [10] identified structural damage by solving the linear damage equations of complete mode shapes. In general, modal strain energy method is more efficient than some mode shape methods for damage identification [11] [12] [13] . Shi et al. [14] proposed a modal strain energy change index to assess the damage state of a structure. Sazonov et al. [15] studied vibration-based methods of non-destructive damage detection by utilizing curvature or strain energy mode shapes. Liu et al. [16] presented a modal strain energy dissipation ratio index (MSEDRI), which can approximately detect structural damage sites. It is necessary for the MSEDRI to calculate the modal strain energy change value in each element. However, the MSEDRI didn't consider the modal strain energy change tendency to damage. Therefore, an improved modal strain energy dissipation ratio index will be proposed.
Artificial fish swarm algorithm is a new population-based swarm intelligent evolutionary computation technique proposed by Li et al. [17] that was inspired by the natural schooling behavior of fish. AFSA presents a strong ability to avoid local minimums in order to achieve global optimization. It has been proofed in function optimization, parameter estimation, combinatorial optimization, least squares support vector machine and geotechnical engineering problems [18, 19] . AFSA imitates three typical behaviors, defined to include "searching for food", "swarming in response to a threat", and "following to increase the chance of achieving a successful result". Three major parameters involved in AFSA include visual distance (visual), maximum step length (step), and a crowd factor [17] . Here, The AFSA is proposed to detect structural damage locations and extent. In general, it is difficult for the basic AFSA to identify the multi-damage problem of complex structure. Therefore, a micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm (MSAFSA) is presented to improve identification capability.
In this study, a two-stage damage detection method based on micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm and IMSEDRI is proposed. First, an improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index is proposed to identify suspected damage elements. Then, after the suspected damage elements are preliminarily determined, the micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm is presented to find the damage severity of the suspected damage elements. There are seven sections in this paper. Section 2 introduces strain energy and energy dissipation process, and presents the improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index. Section 3 briefly describes an artificial fish swarm algorithm. Section 4 proposes some improved strategies and presents the micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm. Section 5 introduces the two-stage method based on artificial fish swarm algorithm and IMSEDRI. Section 6 gives numerical examples. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions.
Improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index
Modal strain energy can be used to detect structural damage. The modal strain energy of the th element and the th mode before and after the occurrence of damage is expressed as:
In which is the undamaged modal strain energy (MSE); Φ is the th undamaged mode shape; is the damaged MSE; Φ is the th damaged mode shape; is the stiffness matrix of the th element. When the first mode shapes are considered, the undamaged and damaged modal strain energy of the th element can be given by:
If:
Thus, the modal strain energy change of the th element is simply expressed as:
Damage will cause the change of MSE. In general, damage can also be described as energy dissipation process [20] . The same damage will cause the same energy change. Therefore, the modal strain energy change caused by damage should be equal to the energy dissipation caused by the same damage.
Structural damage is also the energy dissipation process. The strain energy dissipation ratio at time is described as follows [20] :
In which is time; is the stress vector; is the strain vector; is the volume; is damage coefficient. Structural damage can be described as the energy dissipation process of undamaged system. Thus, the strain energy dissipation ratio of the th element can be expressed as:
When = 0, no damage occurs; when = , damage occurs. It can be hypothesized that there is a linear relationship between and . Thus, the derivative is a constant. If a damage occurs in the th element, the energy dissipation of the th element can be given by:
The same damage will cause the same energy change. Therefore, the modal strain energy change should be equal to the energy dissipation caused by the same damage. Considering Eqs. (4) and (7), the following equation can be obtained:
Thus, the modal strain energy dissipation ration index [16] of the th element is obtained as follow:
In general, damage will cause the stiffness degradation, and it will also cause the increase of modal strain energy [21] . Therefore, an improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index (IMSEDRI) is given by:
Thus, incorrect index value can be directly excluded. From Eq. (10), we can find the suspected damage elements. After the suspected damage elements are preliminarily identified, the damage extent can be determined by using an artificial fish swarm algorithm.
Artificial fish swarm algorithm
Artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) is a new population-based optimization technique inspired by the natural feeding behavior of fish, which was first proposed by Li et al. [17] . In general, a fish is represented by its -dimensional position = , , … , , , and is the fitness or objective function at position . The relationship between two fish is denoted by their Euclidean distance − . Visual and Step stand for the perception range and the moving step of the artificial fish, respectively. The basic fish-swarm behaviors include foraging behavior, swarming behavior, following behavior and random behavior.
Foraging behavior
Foraging is a basic biological behavior adopted by fish looking for food. Let be the current state of an artificial fish, and select a state randomly in its Visual range. For the minimization problem, if < , the artificial fish moves a step in the direction of -. Otherwise, select a state randomly again and judge whether it satisfies the forward condition. If it cannot be satisfied after try-number times, the random behavior is performed. The foraging behavior is expressed mathematically as:
where is the next state of the artificial fish, is uniformly distributed random number in the interval [0, 1].
Swarming behavior
In the fish swarm, each artificial fish should explore the central position of artificial fish in its neighborhood ( < ). If ⋅ < ⋅ (For the minimization problem), the artificial fish will go forward a step to the . It is expressed mathematically as:
foraging behavior, otherwise.
In which is the food concentration or crowd factor.
Following behavior
Let be the current state of an artificial fish, and (for minimization problem) is the best companion in the current neighborhood of If ⋅ < ⋅ (For the minimization problem), the artificial fish will go forward a step to the . The following behavior is given by:
Random behavior
The artificial fish select a position randomly in its Visual range, and then it moves towards the position. The random behavior can be written as:
In addition, artificial fish swarm algorithm will provide a bulletin to record the optimal state in the fish swarm. Each artificial fish compares its own state with the bulletin after making a step. If its state is better, the bulletin will be updated.
Micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm
In general, the search efficiency of the basic AFSA isn't very high. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the basic AFSA. Here, some improved strategies are proposed and micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm is presented.
Visual-step change strategy

Visual and
Step have an important effect on AFSA [18, 19] . Therefore, an artificial fish swarm algorithm with visual-step change strategy is proposed. The method mainly presented novel Visual equation and Step equation.
The novel Visual equation and
Step equation are expressed mathematically as:
where, is initial value of visual distance; is change parameter of visual distance; is the current iteration number; is the total iteration number; is initial value of step length; is change parameter of step length. Thus, the visual and step will dynamically change with the iteration number. In general, the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can improve the search efficiency.
Micro-search strategy
The best location of fish in a swarm is picked out and this location is called as elitist state. Then, the elitist state will be further optimized by using the micro-search strategy. Here, we assumed the identification precision of damage is 1 %. Thus, the micro-search distance is equal to 0.01. The fish will move ±0.01 micro-search step in turn. The method is shown in Fig. 1 . If the elitist state is understood as a location in -dimensional space, the elitist state should contain components. We will adjust all the components by ±0.01 steps in turn. Thus, we will search all the potential change in the components. If the generated elitist state is better than the original elitist state, the original elitist state will be replaced by the generated elitist state. Finally, the best state is recorded in bulletin. If the elitist state isn't change in the next generation, the micro-search should be omitted to avoid the redundant calculation. Therefore, the micro-search strategy can easily find the best solution and improve the search efficiency.
Two termination criteria.
Two termination criteria are expressed as follows: Eq. (1) If the optimal state in the bulletin does not change in continuous iterations, the iteration process will be terminated. The termination number can avoid redundant iteration calculation. Eq. (2) If the calculation value of the optimal state is 0 or a very small number, which means that the optimal solution has been obtained, the iteration process will be terminated. Either of the two termination criteria is met, the iteration calculation will be ended.
The artificial fish swarm algorithm with the three improved strategies is called as micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm (MSAFSA). The flowchart of the MSAFSA is shown in Fig. 2 and is summarized as follows: Step 1: Create all fish, and calculate the objective function of the location state of the fish.
Step 2: Perform swarming behavior if the swarming condition is met. Otherwise, perform foraging behavior or random behavior.
Step 3: Perform following behavior if the following condition is met. Otherwise, perform foraging behavior or random behavior.
Step 4: Pick out the best fish of a swarm, and update the elitist state by using micro-search strategy. If the elitist state isn't adjusted in the next generation, the micro-search process will be ignored.
Step 5: Record the optimal state in the fish swarm in bulletin.
Step 6: Repeat Step 2-Step 5 until either of the two termination criteria is met.
Damage identification based on artificial fish swarm algorithm
It is difficult for artificial fish swarm algorithm to detect multiple damage of a complex structure. Here, we propose a two-stage damage identification method. First, the improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index is used to preliminarily identify the suspected damage elements. Then, the artificial fish swarm algorithm is utilized to find the damage extent of the suspected damage elements. A structure consists of elements. If we find suspected damage elements in the elements by using the IMSEDRI, we just need identify the damage extent of the suspected elements by using the AFSA ( < ) . Thus, when the identification precision of damage extent is 1 %, the search space consists of 101 different kinds of damage extent and we just need to find the optimal solution from 101 different kinds of damage extent. If we directly utilize the AFSA to search true damage extent of the elements, we need to find the optimal solution from 101 different kinds of damage extent. In general, 101 << 101 . Therefore, the proposed two-stage method is of better convergence and higher search efficiency.
The objective function of the artificial fish swarm algorithm is given by:
where, ∆ is the change vector of measured frequency; is the theoretical damage degree of suspected damage elements;
is the change vector of theoretical frequency for damage on ; ∆Ф is the change vector of measured mode shape; Ф is the change vector of theoretical mode shape for damage on . Here, the suspected damage vector can be obtained by using the improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index. The best objective function value should be 0 or a small value. Therefore, this is a minimization problem.
Numerical examples
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the two-stage method, a two-dimensional truss structure has been used. The size of the truss structure is depicted in Fig. 3 . The material property of the structure is: = 2800 kg/m Table 1 . The parameters of MSAFSA are: = 0.4; change parameter of visual distance = 0.8; = 0.4; change parameter of step length = 0.9; crowd factor = 0.2; identification precision is 0.01; micro-search distance is 0.01; termination parameter is 20; total number of fish is 100; maximum iteration number is 100. It is important to determine suspected damage elements in the damage identification process. If the number of suspected damage elements can be effectively reduced, it will be easy to find the true damage elements and extent by using artificial fish swarm algorithm. Therefore, the IMSEDRI is used to identify suspected damage elements. For a given set of suspected damage elements, the true damage extent is calculated by using the MSAFSA. In order to compare and contrast different artificial fish swarm algorithms, the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy are also utilized to identify structural damage. The first ten natural frequencies and three mode shapes are applied to calculate the objective function of the algorithms. 
Case 1
In general, damage can be considered as the stiffness reduction. In this case, elements 5, 8 and 25 have 25 %, 15 % and 15 % stiffness reduction, respectively. The calculation procedure of the method is depicted as follows: First, the improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index is utilized to find suspected damage elements. Then, the highest five elements are selected as suspected damage elements. Finally, the AFSA is used to identify the damage extent of the suspected elements. The localization identification results of the IMSEDRI are shown in Fig. 4 . An element with relatively higher IMSEDRI value means that it is more probable to be the true damage element. In general, with the increase of suspected damage elements, the calculation cost will rapidly increase. In this case, five elements meet identification requirement. Therefore, the highest five elements are selected as suspected damage elements. Thus, the elements 5, 8, 25, 26 and 28 are picked out. Then, the basic AFSA, the AFSA with visual-step change strategy and the MSAFSA, are used to calculate the damage extent of the suspected elements. These algorithms only need to detect the damage extent of the five suspected elements 5, 8, 25, 26 and 28. The damage quantification results of 10 runs are shown in Tables 2-4. From Table 2 , we can see that it is difficult for the basic AFSA to identify the true damage locations and extent. From Table 3 , we can observe that the identification results of the AFSA with visual-step change strategy are close to the true damage extent, but the average iteration number is relatively higher. From Table 4 , we can observe that the MSAFSA can find the true damage extent, and improve the convergence speed. Therefore, the MSAFSA is obviously superior to both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy. Table 3 . Quantitative results of 10 run using the AFSA with visual-step change strategy for Case 1
No.
Elements and damage Iteration number The representative objective function curves of the basic AFSA, AFSA with visual-step change strategy and MSAFSA, are depicted in Figs. 5-7, respectively. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the objective function curve of the basic AFSA gradually tends to zero with the increasing number of generations. From Fig. 6 , we can observe that the objective function curve of the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can quickly tends to zero, which show the effect of the dynamic visual and step. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the objective function curve of the MSAFSA is quicker to tend to zero. The MSAFSA has the fastest convergence speed in the three algorithms. So, the MSAFSA is more effective than both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy.
In general, measurement error will affect the credibility of experimental data. Here, the frequencies with 0.15 % error and the mode shapes with 3 % error are considered. The IMSEDRI is used to identify suspected damage elements. The identification results of IMSEDRI with measurement error are depicted in Fig. 8 . Here, we still select the highest five elements as suspected damage elements. So, the elements 5, 7, 8, 25 and 29 are picked out. The measurement error will also affect the identification results of the AFSAs. The basic AFSA, the AFSA with visual-step change strategy and the MSAFSA are used to assess the damage severity of the suspected damage elements. They only need to assess the damage severity of the suspected elements 5, 7, 8, 25, and 29. The calculation results are shown in Tables 5-7. From Table 5 , we can see that the basic AFSA still cannot identify the true damage locations and extent. From Table 6 , we can observe that the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can approximately find the true damage elements, but the iteration number is higher.
From Table 7 , we can see that the MSAFSA can approximately find the true damage elements and improve the convergence speed. Therefore, the proposed MSAFSA is best one in the three algorithms. Table 6 . Quantitative results of 10 run with measurement error using the AFSA with visual-step change strategy for Case 1 
NO. Elements and damage
Case 2
In this case, elements 7, 9 and 28 have 15 %, 20 % and 20 % stiffness reduction, respectively. The IMSEDRI is used to detect suspected damage elements. The calculation results are depicted in Fig. 9 . An element with relatively higher IMSEDRI value means that it is more probable to be the true damage element. Here, we still select the highest five elements as suspected damage elements. Thus, the elements 7, 8, 9, 27 and 28 are picked out. Then, the basic AFSA, the AFSA with visual-step change strategy and the MSAFSA are used to assess the damage severity of the suspected damage elements. They only need to assess the damage severity of the suspected elements 7, 8, 9, 27 and 28. The calculation results are shown in Tables 8-10 . From Table 8 , we 
From Table 9 , we can observe that the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can also approximately identify the damage extent, but the average convergence speed isn't very quick yet. From Table 10 , we can observe that the MSAFSA can find the true damage extent, and improve the convergence speed. So, it is obvious that the MSAFSA is better than both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy. From Fig. 11 , we can observe that the curve of the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can quickly tends to zero, which show the effect of the dynamic visual and step. From  Fig. 12 , we can see that the objective function curve of the MSAFSA is quicker to tend to zero. The MSAFSA has the fastest convergence speed in the three algorithms. Therefore, the MSAFSA is superior to both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy. In general, measurement error will affect the credibility of experimental data. Here, the frequencies with 0.15 % error and the mode shapes with 3 % error are considered in this case. The IMSEDRI is used to identify suspected damage elements. The identification results of IMSEDRI with measurement error are depicted in Fig. 13 . Here, we still select the highest five elements as suspected damage elements. Thus, the elements 7, 9, 27, 28 and 30 are picked out. The measurement error will also affect the identification results of the AFSAs. The basic AFSA, the AFSA with visual-step change strategy and the MSAFSA are used to assess the damage severity of the suspected damage elements. They only need to assess the damage severity of the suspected Tables 11-13. From Table 11 , we can find that the identification result of the basic AFSA isn't very good. From Table 12 , we can observe that the AFSA with visual-step change strategy can approximately find the true damage elements, but the average convergence speed isn't very quick. From Table 13 , we can observe that the MSAFSA can approximately find the true damage elements and improve the convergence speed. Therefore, the identification results of the MSAFSA are still superior to those of the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy. From the two cases, we can find that the proposed two-stage method can detect structural damage with good accuracy. First, the IMSEDRI can approximately identify suspected damage elements. Then, the MSAFSA can calculate the damage extent of the suspected damage elements. Moreover, the proposed MSAFSA is superior to both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy.
In general, it is difficult for a single AFSA to identify structural multiple damage problem. To this problem, if the identification precision of damage extent is 1 %, we need to find the optimal solution from 101 30 ≈ 1.3478×10 60 different kinds of selection. However, the proposed two-stage method can efficiently reduce the search space. For example, in case 1, we have identified 5 suspected damage elements in the 30 elements by using the IMSEDRI. Thus, we just need to find the optimal solution from 101 5 ≈ 1.051×10 10 different kinds of selection. Actually, the average iteration number of the MSAFSA is 100×27.6 = 2760. Therefore, the two-stage method is of better convergence and higher search efficiency. 
Conclusions
This study has applied a two-stage damage identification method to diagnose structural damages and a novel AFSA has been developed. Subsequently, the results from a simulated structure model have been used to verify the effectiveness of the two-stage method and the MSAFSA. The process of applying the two-stage method and MSAFSA is also been described. First, the improved modal strain energy dissipation ration index is used to preliminarily identify the suspected damage elements. Then, the micro-search artificial fish swarm algorithm is utilized to find the damage extent of the suspected damage elements. The main conclusions are: Eq. (1) The two-stage method based on the IMSEDRI and MSAFSA can accurately and clearly locate damages and has the potential to quantify the degree of damage. Eq. (2) The MSAFSA can perform well under the condition of small damages and their performance is robust even under the interference of measurement error. Therefore, the MSAFSA is more effective and superior than both the basic AFSA and the AFSA with visual-step change strategy.
